Jake for Welfare!
This woman wants to look after cats:
http://tinyurl.com/jakewelfare
I want to look after Catz.
I've been really privileged to get to know
some of the nicest people I've ever met
here, and that's largely down to the open
and friendly atmosphere we're so famous for. The Welfare team have a huge
role to play in creating that; so I would love to continue that work for you, as
well as bringing some new ideas to the table.

Always friendly

Why I'm a great candidate;
 At my Sixth Form I was House Captain, which was essentially a position
analogous to Welfare.
 Since the start of my time in Oxford I've tried my best to have a positive impact
on the lives of those around me. I joined the YELPstudents team - a group of Oxford students who both tutor and
mentor pupils from local schools.
 I committed time to this every week alongside Mods, which shows I have the dedication and time management skills
necessary.

Always focused

Amongst other things, I intend to;
1. Bring Welfare to you on a fortnightly basis, providing peace, love and donuts to
anyone who emails the team with worries and problems. This would give you the
Welfare support you want from the comfort of your own room! This has the potential
to greatly improve Welfare support for those under exam stress.
2. Improve the distribution of contraception. Something as important as
contraception should be provided in a way that everyone is comfortable with. I
suggest directing contraception requests to the Peer Support email address rather
than personal ones to add a further degree of anonymity.
3. Start Music Welfare! Sometimes all it takes to get you back on your feet is a great
music sesh, be it a listen or a jam, and as a massive music fan I'm eager to bring this
power to the great work that the team already does.
4. Provide food at Entz. Following a great suggestion by Joss and Indi, I see this as an
opportunity for Welfare to make sure everyone's Entz' end happily, helping the Entz
reps so that not every night ends with a drunken walk into town for a Hassan's.

Always... I don't even know.

I know and really
appreciate that Nat and
Kirstie have done an
excellent job this year, and
I'm keen to build upon
this, so I hope you'll give
me the opportunity!

Always willing to take a chance

Vote
for
Jake!

